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BC Parks 
2975 Jutland Street 
Victoria BC 
 

Attention: Tessa Graham, Acting Executive Director 
 

Dear Tessa 
 

Re: Volunteers in BC Parks 
 

Thank you for meeting with myself and Brian Wood and Alex Wallace of the 
Federation of Mountain Clubs on February 8. We appreciated the fact that you 
were able to state with certainty that individual volunteers working in BC Parks 
are covered by liability insurance and Accidental Death & Dismemberment (AD & 
D) insurance provided that, among other things, they sign an Individual Volunteer 
Agreement with an appropriate BC Parks staff person and the location of work 
and time period are set out in the agreement. 
 

The information provided by you was remarkable for the following reasons: 
1. It is the first time in our recent discussions with BC Parks that the facts have 

been set out clearly.  
2. It eliminates the confusion resulting from the inconsistent information we have 

received hitherto. 
3. It is the first time we have been made aware that there is AD & D coverage, 

which of course there should be. 
4. By eliminating the question of clubs or their associated NGOs being involved, 

it clarifies the fact that such organizations have no direct role under the 
present rules governing volunteer work in the parks. 

 

While we can understand the need to focus on individual agreements so that 
there is clarity over who is covered, when and for what work, we still consider 
there should be a role for the organizations to which most such volunteers 
belong. Nearly all this kind of volunteer work has over the years been carried out 
under the auspices of clubs or other NGOs, a fact which is no doubt well known 
to BC Parks. We also note that partnerships were a significant agenda item in the 
BC Parks “Connecting With Our Future” meeting in November and we suggest 
that the type of partnerships we consider appropriate for volunteer work are no 
less important than the other partnerships discussed at that meeting. We hope 
that existing relationships between BC Parks and its existing NGO partners are 
not jeopardized. And even without the overt involvement of a club or NGO, the 
fact that such work is often organized through such an organization will inevitably 



expose their directors and officers to liability claims and for that reason we 
consider liability coverage for such individuals to be essential. 
 

If any of the matters stated in this letter are incorrect please advise us 
immediately because I intend to get a message out to our member organizations 
as soon as possible so they can spread the word to their approximately 100,000 
members. As we agreed at the meeting, we need to develop practical ways for 
individual volunteers to sign agreements and have them approved by appropriate 
BC Parks staff. We would also like to be advised of the facts related to the 
individual coverage such as the amounts involved and any other relevant 
information. 
 

Thank you again 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
(Signed) 
 
Jeremy McCall 
Executive Director 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"Promoting access to and responsible use of BC's public lands and waters for public 
outdoor recreation" 


